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A Crumbling Syria Divides The World
Syria, a land full of so much promise and beauty has been
turned into a battlefield; as it’s fallen prey to the greed and
evil of President Assad’s Baathist party regime that will stop
at nothing on it’s quest to retain power. On the heels of the
Arab Spring revolutions that started in December 2010, where
rulers in Tunisia, Jordan, Libya and Egypt have been deposed
through a mix of peaceful and violent protests by a disgruntled
public, President Assad is desperately trying to hold on to his
reigns; at any cost.

“President Assad’s oppressive reign must end,
we must save Syria from itself; while there is
still something left to salvage.”
His regime is responsible for killing thousands of civilians every
day in Syria for the last 2 years; through the use of bombs,
gunfire, and lately even through the use of chemical weapons
which have been banned for decades. The death toll since the
protests started stands at more than 100,000, and millions
have fled to neighbouring countries. As the toll creeps up; the
world once again find itself in a state a major conflict; there is
a great division between the nations as to whether there
should be international interference in Syria or not.

resigned to their terrible fate. They are witnessing their
entire world crashing around them for no fault of their
own. After 2 years of brutal manslaughter throughout the
nation, the people’s spirits lie crushed, and the entire
nation has been turned into a bloody war zone. In such a
tragic situation, something must be done; it is wrong for
us to sit on the fence and watch what is going on, like we
did in Serbia, Rwanda, etc. Of course there will be
consequences for interfering but aren't these worth the
price? One way or another, I feel that President Assad’s
oppressive reign must be brought to an end, we must save
Syria from itself-while there is still something left to salvage.
Riddhima Wahi, 11
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America and her allies, including Great Britain, France and Turkey,
all support international interference, while countries like Russia
and China oppose it. The situation in Syria is deteriorating by
the day, since it is evident that peace is nowhere on the horizon,
then what is stopping America from sending her troops in and
starting a full-fledged war? History and experience leave America
and her allies hesitant; as in 2003, under George W Bush II, the
United States invaded Sadam Hussain’s Iraq, under the (false?)
claims that Iraq had Weapons of Mass Destruction. This was a
very questionable war, as no WMDs were eventually found and
by many accounts, the invasion has left Iraq worse off than
before with the unrest continuing even today, similar to what
happened earlier in Afghanistan.
Is Syria just the next country in this series, or is there more to
it; what should be done? Given the history, can we really believe
for certain that Syria has actually used chemical weapons, or
is this another veil for the West to attack Syria? Whom should
we trust this time? Even as the world debates, thousands of
innocent Syrian civilians f ind themselves helpless and

School Watch
The Vasant Valley Senior Boys Soccer Team
won the RIMC tournament where a total
of 24 teams participated.
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Hello China!
This August, I had the opportunity to visit China and sing in the World Peace Choir, conducted by the Grammy award winner
Gerald Wirth. China was:
Titanic – There were 30 of us; five Indians, four Estonians, five Australians, four Austrians, eleven Malaysians and one Peruvian.
In 15 days, we travelled across rolling mountains, gliding rivers and monstrous buildings. China was titanic, gargantuan almost.
We visited six different cities, and everywhere we looked, there was something different to see. In the countryside, the hills
seemed endless. In the cities, it seemed the skyscrapers too had no zeniths.
Welcoming – Everyone in China was eager to see us perform. We were the World
Peace Choir, and we’d stop and sing literally anywhere; in the Forbidden City, at
children’s schools, next to canals and in vast, booming concert halls. Everyone
who watched us sing was welcoming; they were refreshed by how different we
were. We were often stopped on the streets for pictures with pedestrians!

“I’ve always thought of music as a colossal part of me. Road
tripping around China with different people, who had
knowledge of music that far exceeded my own, only heightened
my love for music.”
Bewildering – China never failed to confuse us. Along with the language, our
biggest dilemma was that the food tasted nothing like the Indianised Chinese
food we were used to. Our expectations were shattered by bewildering displays of peculiar food which comprised things like
pigeon and ox tongue (the Chinese have no pity for the vegetarians). We were a large group of kids, each with a different palate,
and satisfaction of the whole group was rare. Every once in a while though, we’d find something particularly delicious, and eat
to our hearts’ content. As for further bewilderment, the public toilets were something I’d rather not discuss.
Absolute – Everything functioned in an absolute, methodical manner. Performances were bang on time, everything was organized
and no matter the occasion, punctuality was a must. The local choirs were always prepared and incredibly enthusiastic (they
even gave us gifts!).
Enlightening – I’ve always thought of music as a colossal part of me. Road tripping around China with different people, who
had knowledge of music that far exceeded my own, only heightened my love for music. I got a taste of what it’s like to be a real
musician, and was given the opportunity to make myself heard, through melodies.
Our choir’s theme song, ‘coming together to sing for a better future’ symbolic of our trip; we spread love and showed unity. We
made friends, learnt about each other, and were all enlightened. When we left China, we were teary eyed; wishing our trip
could’ve lasted longer. Why must all good things come to an end?
Kaamya Sharma, 9

Incredible India
India has been a very culturally rich country for more than 3000
years. Many years ago, a Chinese scholar Hieun Tsang came
for knowledge to a university in Bihar called Nalanda. This led
to the spread of Buddhism which spread to Indo - China, Japan,
Mongolia and Central Asia from India. Alexander the Great
wanted to rule India but his soldiers refused as they were afraid
of the vast armies. The Greeks have called India “Indio” which
means the people who live near the Indus, which the old Persians
called it “Hindos”.
Then, in 1498 a Portuguese sailor named Vasco Da Gama
discovered India on a sea route. European companies then came
here for trade. However, the British came to know that all the
kings were fighting so they defeated the Europeans and the
Indian kings and started the British Raj. They then ruled for
200 years until our independence in 1947.
Famous explorers like Marco Polo, Ibn- Batuta and Vasco Da
Gama have come and written about the culture, people and
lifestyle of Indians. There are a lot of things I like about India
and it is its unity in diversity and acceptance of people from
different races and languages that fascinates me the most. India
is home to the largest gathering of tigers in the world and has
various forms of wildlife present. India is also the world's largest
exporter of banana and mangoes! And so, because of all these
reasons, I am proud to be an Indian.
Shiv Mehta, 6

PLAYLIST
1. Blasterjaxx - Fifteen (Hardwell Edit)
2. Zedd-Stay The Night (feat. Hayley Williams of Paramore)
3. Fedde Le Grand & Michael Calfan - Lion (Feel The Love)
4. Sick Individuals & Axwell ft. Taylr Renee - I AM
5. Hope-Vicetone
6. The Aston Shuffle - Can’t Stop Now (Special Features Remix)
7. Eric Prydz vs. Row Rocka - Everyday Empire (Paris Blohm
Edit)
8. Kaskade & Project 46 — Last Chance
9. Nicky Romero, Sunnery James & Ryan Marciano - Sound
Of The Underground
10. Deorro - Crank It Up
11. Smallpools - Dreaming (The Chainsmokers Remix)
12. Starlight (Otto Knows Remix) – Don Diablo
Compiled by Armaan Grewal, Abhiraj Arjun,
Arjun Srivastava & Revant Soni, 11
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Good Girl Gone Bad?
Miley Cyrus has successfully, and very brutally, killed Hannah Montana while becoming the talk of
the VMAs. From an onstage costume change to an even more peculiar peach coloured two piece to
the stunt with Robin Thicke, Miley Cyrus absolutely stole the show, but not necessarily in a good
way. Miley Cyrus has transformed from the sweet and innocent little child star into a wild twerking
sensation. She “twerked” her way onto the VMA stage but unfortunately out of many viewers’ hearts.
According to Cyrus, “People just evolve, they change” and when people asked her what happened
to the cute little girl that played Hannah Montana she simply replied, “She grew up, she’s transformed
and is still changing,” and that’s exactly what she said she’s doing. She’s changing, she’s growing,
she’s transforming into a new human being, and she has every right to do that. She’s no longer a
naive little “Disney” girl but a young woman who is able to take care of herself and is able to take her
own decisions. Miley Cyrus is changing and people have a problem with that change. What they
don’t understand is people do change; they grow up and out of things. In this day and age people feel they have a right to
know the intimate details of a celebrity’s life and celebrities have accepted that but people need to understand that every
detail of their lives isn’t going to be pretty. Yes, celebrities should carry themselves in a positive manner as should the rest of
the world, but we need to support them with their life decisions, like we do to our near and dear because they are what they
are because of us and our support towards them.

“She’s changing, she’s growing, she’s transforming into a new human being,
and she has every right to do that.”
Miley’s recent antics don’t essentially mean that her goals in life have changed, but perhaps her manner has. Any time people
change, life feels uneasy because it’s a new place, an uncharted ground, a new adventure. She’s going through the same
process that others go through, just on a different scale because she lives a see-through life of a celebrity. One thing that’s
certain is that there is nothing wrong with change; there is no way for a person to grow unless they
pass through change. The truth is we don’t have a choice about change; just on how we react to it.
Whenever people are transitioning from one phase of life to another, they need time to re-evaluate
their position and attitude towards life. The issue that stars, especially child stars like Miley Cyrus,
have is that they have to have this transition in public while many of the others have the privilege of
doing it in private.
Miley Cyrus is no longer Hannah Montana; she is a girl transitioning into young woman who is moving
onto adulthood. Her only problem is she’s forced to do it on a public platform while the rest of the
world watches in judgment. As long as Miley understands and accepts that she will have to pay the
price for stardom and it isn’t going to be a smooth road she’ll be travelling, she’ll be fine. Miley has
indeed become the talk of the VMAs and has no doubt lost some fans, her “Smilers” may drift away,
but as she continues to transition she will definitely gain and regain fans as well as her popularity.
Jahnvi Nagpal, 9

The Land Of The Thunder Dragon
“In a world where yesterday’s exciting new destination quickly becomes today’s bland
tourist trap, Bhutan continues to shine like a rare sparkling gem.” -Thujik Nadik
From the 1st to the 10th of August 2013, 19 students from class 8 of Vasant Valley School were
given to opportunity to visit Bhutan; a small Himalayan country east of Nepal, nestled between
China and India, with a population of around 700,000. Even as we entered Paro airport, the fresh
scent in the air, as well as the scenic beauty of the place was striking, and gave us an alluring first
impression. Bhutan’s desirability as a destination is largely based on the heartfelt hospitality of the people, the pristine and
mythical landscape, the rich and vibrant culture and social and environmental beauty. Though our stay in Thimpu, Bhutan’s
capital, passed by in the blink of an eye, we did so much in those 3 days. We visited the Druk School, observed their way of leaning
and played a football match against the Bhutanese, which we lost. During our stay, we also visited Paro and Punakha, and resided
in 3 extremely different yet homely hotels.

“Bhutan’s desirability is largely based on the heartfelt hospitality of the people,
the vibrant culture and environmental beauty.”
The hotels, though beautifully decorated, had a domestic feel to them, due to the benevolence of the attendants who made us feel
comfortable. I never felt homesick, and every time I walked into my room, I could feel a smile light up my face. I can truthfully say
that Bhutan is one of those places which enjoy the fruit of democracy, yet surprisingly has retained its own cultural identity. We
made friends we will never forget, and promised to stay in touch. As we flew through the air back to our own land, we reminisced
about our memorable experience. Walking out of the IGI airport, I recalled every detail of this amazing trip, and knew that it will
stay in my heart forever.
Ishita Malhotra, 8
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A Morning with Mr. Rajeev Mehrotra
Rajiv Mehrotra is an Indian writer, television producer-director and documentary film
maker. He is best known as the former acclaimed host of one of India’s longest running
talk shows on public television, “In Conversation”, on Doordarshan. He has authored half
a dozen books on spirituality, most notably Conversations with The Dalai Lama.

Q. You attended both St. Stephens College and Oxford University. What are some
of the lessons that you’ve drawn from your experiences at these institutions?
A. Well I was never very academically bright, but both of these institutions are flexible
institutions that adapt to children with specific needs. They look at your talent and skills, not just marks. So I studied
a little, but I did a lot of theatre as well. I was part of several different college societies.
Q. Off late, there is a mad rush among students to get the highest marks possible, what advice would you give
these kids?
A. I don’t believe marks determine anything. I never had the best marks, yet I always had great experiences. I’ve
interacted with Baba Amte, His Holiness the Dalai Lama. I’ve announced on All India Radio. So many students today
have a passion, but are thrust into mediocrity. I know so many bright kids who have been destroyed because they were
pressure into taking Mathematics in Class 11 and 12. So there are systemic issues that stifle individual excellence.
Q. We know you manage the Dalai Lama Foundation, but you also spend a lot of time managing the Public
Serving Broadcasting Trust. What exactly does the latter NGO do?
A. We concentrate on negotiating the independent space between commercial and state funded television. As part of
this we have supported over 350 independent film makers. Commercial television is basically concerned with delivering audience to advertisers. It will never promote any value that is antithetical to what these advertisers are trying to
perpetuate. For true democracy, we need democratization of the media.
Q. How important do you think media has become today?
A. The media’s role is crucial. The media, along with education is a determinant of change. Media is part of your
mental diet, it speaks to you subliminally, it tells you to be fair, and to be slim. It is up to you to counter this imprint in
the deep recesses of your mind.
As told to Namrata Narula

Top 5 Weirdest Restaurants
1. Modern Toilet- This small restaurant in
Taiwan transports you to a world where you
eat in a toilet. All seats are real toilets, and all
tables are glass-covered sinks or bathtubs.
Most important, however, is the food, which
comes in plates and bowls shaped like
miniature tubs, sinks, or, obviously, toilets.
There are little poo shaped buns and drinks served in urinals.
2. Opaque Restaurant- Customers are seated in a completely dark
environment where it isn’t even possible to see your own hand. They
dine here and have to eat using just their senses of touch, smell and
taste. Each burst of spice and each hint of sweetness yield an entirely
new appreciation of fine cuisine.
3. A380- In Flight Kitchen- This unique restaurant in Taipei is an
A380 flight themed restaurant. The décor is completely like a plane;
the seats have seatbelts and there are no smoking signs. Occasionally
there are also flight announcements.
4. Lainio Snow Village Ice Restaurant- Just north of the Arctic Circle
the winters are cold enough to sustain Snow Village’s Ice Restaurant
for the season. Diners sit on solid ice chairs at solid ice tables. This
restaurant is ice cold and kept that way at between 23 and 28 degrees
Fahrenheit at all times.
5. Alcatraz E. R.- This weird restaurant in Tokyo allows one to
experience life in prison for just one meal. Upon arrival diners are
handcuffed and taken to their cells where they can order from a list
of bizarre elixirs served in a blood transfusion apparatus.
Trisha Bansal, 8

Aigna 5
jaOsao hI gau$vaar kao saubah 8 bajakr
5 imanaT pr Aigna 5 nao prIxaNa
]Dana BarI AaOr krIba baIsa imanaT
ko baad [sa imasaa[,la nao Apnao tya
inaSaanao pr AcaUk vaar ikyaaÊ vaOsao
hI Baart duinayaBar sao Aigna 5
kI saflata pr p`itikyaaeM AanaI
Sau$ hao ga[/-. raYT/pit, p`QaanamaM~I AaOr rxaa maM~I nao rxaa AnausaaQana
evaM saMgazna (DI AarDI Aao) ko vaO&ainakaoM kao Aigna 5 ko safla
prIxaNa ko ilae baQaa[ dI.yah imasaa[la sabasao toja, imasaa[laaoM mao sao
ek hO. yah imasaa[la 5000 sao laokr 8000 iklaoaimaTr dUr tk
vaar kr saktI hO. AaOr 15 saPtmbar hIÊ Aigna 5 nao ApnaI dUsarI
]D,ana BarI hO. bahut hI jald Aigna 6 BaI Aanao vaalaI hO. kha
jaa rha hO ik vah 8000 sao 12000 iklaaoimaTr tk vaar
krogaI.Baart kI [sa saflata pr AmarIka nao Apnao javaaba maoM
idyaa ik Baart Apnao pDaosaI caIna ko samakxa KDa hao gayaa hO.
[sa ivakasa pr hr BaartIya kao gava- hO.
Axat basaMla 8
The article on the Iphone 5S in the previous issue
was written by Keshav Uppal, not Kanhav Uppal.
Our sincere apologies.
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No Man Is An Island
There was once a boy who walked all alone.
He had made up his mind to leave his noisy
home.
He walked and walked with his heavy back
pack,
Until, he came upon a spooky abandoned
shack.
He decided to make this his permanent
abode.
He was glad that he was finally off the endless road.
Peaceful days passed without any fuss or
scandal.
Soon, the boredom of daily chores was
something he couldn’t handle.
He decided to call for help from his family.
So glad they were to hear his voice that they
came instantly.
His family worked hard to clean up the mess,
They stayed on a few days at the boy's repeated request.
That day the boy realized his grave mistake.
Living alone was something that he could
no longer take.
He learnt a lesson, which was now easy to
understand,
‘No man is an island’, he spread this message across all land.
Reana Soni V- B
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taja, yaa~a ek maQaur yaad
Sauk`vaar¸ 20 isatmbar kao maOM ApnaI kxaa ko saaqa
Aagara¸ taj,amahla doKnao ga[- qaI. vahaÐ jaanao ko
ilae hmanao taj,a e@sap`osa vao ka rasta caunaa qaa.
daophr maoM Aagara phuÐca kr hmanao sabasao phlao Aagara
faoT- doKa. Saama kao hma klaakRit doKnao gae.
klaakRit maoM hmanao saundr- saundr na@kaSaI doKI.
hmaoM makranaa ko baaro maoM BaI batayaa gayaa. ]sako baad
hma naocar vaa^k ko ilae gae. vahaÐ sao taj,amahla ka
naj,aara tao laaj,avaaba qaa. vahaÐ hmanao icaiD,yaaoM kI Aavaaj,a
saunaI AaOr ek JaIla BaI doKI. dUsaro idna hma taj,amahla
doKnao gae. vahaÐ jaba taj,amahla ka ivaSaala drvaaj,aa
doKa tba pta calaa ik taj,a iktnaa saundr hO.
taj,amahla ko Andr hmanao Saahjaha^M AaOr maumataj,a mahla
kI kba`Mo doKIM. taj,amahla maoM vaOsaI hI na@kaSaI doKI
jaOsaI klaakRit maoM qaI. jaba hma taj,a sao baahr Aae
tao hmanao naIma ko poD, AaOr tulasaI ko paOQao BaI doK.
o
mauJao yao taj,a yaa~a sabasao AcCI lagaI.
rhmat kaOr saUrI caar e

Haryana
Haryana has mustard fields of yellow,
Here everyone is a strong fellow!
People eat roti of bajra,
Ladies wear colourful Ghagra!
Teej is a festival full of fun,
Where everyone celebrates as one!
They love their milk and curd,
So the milking of the buffalo has to be done!
Kurukshetra is an old, historic city,
If you have not seen Gurgoan that’s a pity!
Mehek Anand III - C

Antennaes I have
twenty.
Lazy lump am I.
Ice lollies are my
favourite food.
Enemies I have many.
Nuts my planet is made of.
Smelly is my body.
Shiv Seth II - A
Alien can be funny.
Life from another planet
It will come in a U.F.O
Easter Egg is his name
Necto his friend came with him
So I became their friend.
Vir Dang II - B

It all started when one of Shah Jahan’s
wives, Mumtaj Mahal, died in
Burhanpur while giving birth to their
14th son. When the first brick was laid
for me, it was probably 1631. It took
22000 labourers and 22 years to build
me. When Mumtaz Mahal died, she
was buried in Burhanpur and her grave
was brought to me after six months.
Shah Jahan did not just use any odd material for me, he used pure white
marble from Makrana in Rajasthan. A
few years later Shah Jahan’s son
Aurangzeb imprisoned him in the Agra
Fort, that was started by Akbar, his
grandfather. He could see me from
there. I wish I had been built by the first
emperor, Babar - Shah Jahan’s great
great grandfather for then each and
every Mughal emperor would have
seen me. You should see my reflection
in the Yamuna, which is also steadily
drying up.I sparkle like anything.
Though I wish I survive forever, I am
dependent on you. If you want me in
the future, you better stop polluting the
environment because my marble is becoming yellow and soon I may fall.
Would you like that to happen??
Aadarsh Chowdhury IV - A

A Shocking Truth
Hi! I am going to tell you a true story. It
is about me, Nandani Agarwal. One day
when I came back home from school I
saw my grade sheet on my dad's table.
My mom came and explained to me that
my grades in academics were very good,
but I had got extremely poor grades in
Western Dance, Indian Dance and
Physical Education. I was questioned . I
said that was because I am not able to
run or dance for long. My shin bone
starts hurting, maybe my stamina is low.
My mom said that if I worked hard I
would achieve good results. Since that
day I started playing squash and joined
the basketball and athletics camp. I
really worked hard and after a few
months I realized I could exercise for
long; my stamina had increased. Then,
one fine Saturday I got ready for my
squash class. My friend Nehmat Mann
and I were running with others and
suddenly my shin started aching. I
couldn’t control myself and just sat
down. My coach came running to me
and saw that my knee had swollen.So
he got some ice and put it on my knee.
My parents explained to me that the
swelling is normal and it will go away in
a day or two. My dad even said, “
Nandani, no pain no gain! “ .I was happy
to hear that. I was in a lot of pain so my
dad tied a crepe bandage, massaged it
with iodex and I went to sleep. I woke
up at 2 am- howling! I had got a rash all
over my right leg. The pain soon became
unbearable. I couldn’t walk. My mom
gave me a pain killer and I slept with her.
Next day we went to an Orthopaedic.
He suspected a disease called Oshood
Schlatters disease and got my x-ray done
which confirmed it. He put me on a
wheel chair with a knee brace and a
crepe bandage. The most shocking news
was when he said that I would not be
able to any physical exercise or play
sports for six months. I was devastated
but my mom said that whatever god
does there is a reason behind it. I think
it was all said to console me. It had been
a day of the most unexpected twists and
turns. I crept into my bed as quiet as a
mouse, pulled up the covers over my
head and smiled into the darkness as I
have faith in God.
Nandani Agarwal V- C
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The Dreaded Summmatives
1. Make sure the never ending stock of food
is around. Studying is exercise to your
brain, and your brain needs the fuel. So
make sure you’re properly stocked before
starting, to avoid over exhaustion of the
brain. I would suggest an overflowing stock
of chocolate as the most helpful.
2. Call up all your friends at regular intervals. Be sure to rub it
in their faces if you’re ahead of them. And even if you aren’t,
open up the textbook sneakily and read it out. Make yourself
sound smart- you need the extra boost of confidence! And by
doing this, you’re down grading your friend and in turn motivating them to study hard too! How selfless you are.
3. Always use highlighters. They help you study (I think) and
most importantly, they’re colourful! If you don’t have any at
home, be sure to make a trip to any stationary shop and buy all
the highlighters you can see. Don’t tell your parents.
4. Go on every social networking site you know. Instagram pictures of all your books and papers. Tell the world how you have
been studying FOREVER- Show off a little. Buy the extra-large
nerdy glasses and put them on while studying. It will make you
feel smarter. Don’t feel shy to Instagram pictures of you wearing the glasses too!
5. If you’re the type that just wants to impress the parents –
make sure to go up to them frequently and recite out the one
thing you learnt up the best. Trick them into believing you know
everything, so that even when you fail, they’ll still believe that
you did your best. (Which you didn’t, actually)
P.S. - It’s the first time I’m giving the test too, so I actually have
no idea.
Riya Kothari,9
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A Day In The City Of Joy
It’s 10am in the morning and
the shutters of shops are just
going up as people welcome
the morning with yawns. Blue
and white houses pass by as I
drive down from the Kolkata
airport. When the rest of the
country is bustling with activity, this city has just woken up.
I’d always heard how laid back people here were but there is
a strange comfort in this. At least someone somewhere is taking it easy and not rushing with the flow of time. There is this
quaintness to the city, this old charm which makes it so unique.
As soon as you step into the city, the disparity is glaring; it
hits you in the face. Though it’s prevalent in most parts of the
country what makes it different here is that the smile on the
faces of people never ceases to exist. I feel an overwhelming
sense of hope and encouragement, that no matter the circumstances, it is you who ultimately has the choice to be happy.

"Leave your inhibitions behind, don’t let its
initial facade fool you; feel it, love it."
I reach my brother’s house and he immediately takes me out
to explore the city. I roam around on Park Street, visit some
malls here and there, eat authentic Kolkata momos from the
inner sanctums of Elgin Road and just walk along the roads,
watching black and yellow ambassador taxis go past me, smiling
to myself because in that moment, I swear I feel... different.
Before I came here, I wasn’t expecting anything much from
Kolkata, but it grows on you. Exactly like a song. Leave your
inhibitions behind, don’t be overly judgmental or critical and
don’t let its initial facade fool you. Be there, feel it and love it.
It’s nothing like you would have ever experience before and
that is what makes it so special. Breathe in a bit of Kolkata!
Kamya Yadav, 9

ihndI p``SnaaotrI p``ityaaoigata
1.hra sadna - Bavyaa ima~aÊ ivaraja ijaMdlaÊ Ananyaa DalaimayaaÊ
dovoaSa ima%tla va vatna isaMh rajana
2.naIlaa sadna - Amaayaa AraoD,aÊ saUya-dIp baMdaopaQyaayaÊ Aaid%ya
kpUrÊ tairNaI Samaa-Ê sahja isaMh gauPta
3. laala sadna - ranaSaor isaMhÊ dovaaMSa ima%tlaÊ Aaid%ya caaopD,aÊ
inaikta AgavaalaÊ mau[-d Asad

ihndI BavaiBavyai@t
kxaa 6 : 1 dairnaI caMdaok AaOr Qauva r%tna 2 Bavyaa ima~a AaOr
Amaayaa tnaojaa 3 krmavaIr caaopDa AaOr sahja kaOr
kxaa 7: 1 kbaIr isaMh 2 dovaaMSa gauPta AaOr Aaya-na isaMh 3 Aayana saaQa AaOr ivanaayak sa%saMgaI
kxaa 8: 1 Ananyaa Dailmayaa AaOr nakula tullaI 2 AsaIsa kaOr AaOr
AaSnaa saozI 3 paNavaI AhUjaaÊ AidtI salaUjaa AaOr Aadyaa isaMGaainayaa
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